Digitization/e-Governance of NIPER-Administrative & Academic operations

NIPER Kolkata intends to make the entire process of admission of students electronic and online including application, fees payment, generation of roll numbers and declaration of result, academic operations electronic viz., teaching and learning, submission of assignments, evaluation. The Institute also emphasising on paperless Administrative activities.

NIPER Kolkata is willing to engage a Consultant/Consultancy Firm for above digitization/e-Governance work. Interested person/firm may submit their application mentioning detailed plan for digitization/e-Governance of Administrative and Academic operations of the Institution.

The application must reach to the undersigned by 30/09/2016, addressed to The Registrar, NIPER-Kolkata, at CSIR-IICB Campus, 4, Raja S. C. Mullick Road, Jadavpur, Kolkata – 700 032.

Registrar, NIPER-Kolkata